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Rain Water
Harvesting
Rainwater Harvesting
(RWH) is the process of
collecting and storing
rainwater in a scientific
and controlled manner for
future use. It is a simple
low-cost technique that
requires minimum specific
expertise or knowledge.
Rooftop rainwater
harvestingis the most
common technique of
rainwater harvestingfor
domestic consumption
which can be done in
rural areas at small-scale.
Rainwater is of better
quality than most other
available water sources.
Local people can be easily
trained to build rain water
harvesting systems thereby
reducing the cost and
encouraging participation
and ownership.

Rooftop Rain Water Harvesting for drinking and cooking purposes
Rainwater can be used for drinking and cooking by storing it in underground storage tanks with necessary
precautions.
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Why to do Rain Water Harvesting?
In any region, if the drinking water has any sort of contamination which may impact the health of a person, then
rainwater harvesting for drinking purposes should be given priority.

Skeletal fluorosis
Bowed legs
Dental Fluorosis

Drinking groundwater
contaminated with
high Fluoride or
Arsenic over a
period of time may
lead to Fluorosis or
Arsenicosis.

Joint pains
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Arsenicosis Hands
with lesions

Components of Rain Water Harvesting for Drinking
The rainwater from rooftops (flat/sloping) flows through the PVC pipes/gutter as shown in the picture below. This water passes through
the filter medium consisting of big and small pebbles along with netlon mesh from first rain separator pipe. The filtered water is stored in
underground sump which can be accessed through hand pumps.
Grating plate
Downpipe

Rooftop

Dimension
2 ft x 2 ft x 2 ft
2ft

Clamp

2ft

Netlon Mesh
2ft

0.5 ft empty space,
1 ft small pebbles and
0.5 ft big pebbles.

Filter

Small
pebbles

Big
pebbles
Handpump

First Flush

Storage Tank
Overflow pipe
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Storage tank size recommendation

Calculation is based on the Drinking and cooking requirements I.e. 8 liters/person/day (3 liters- drinking and 5
liters- cooking) based on the National rural drinking water Programme guidelines.
Family Members

10 ft

20 ft

7

6000
Litre

Big Roof

Medium Roof

Small Roof

7

8000
Litre

5

20 ft

30 ft
8

7

9000
Litre

5

6000-9000 L
8000
Litre

8

7

8

8

7

6000-9000 L

9

8

6

10000-14000 L
10

9

15000
Litre 6

6

6

10000-12000 L
10

8

7

6000-9000 L
12000
Litre

6000-9000 L
9000
Litre

8

6000-9000 L
10000
Litre 6

5

30 ft

40 ft

10

17000
Litre 6

15000-20000 L

15000-20000 L

Note : The lower end of the storage range should be used in low rainfall areas (500mm and below The higher end of the storage range
should be used in higher rainfall areas (700mm and above)
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Quantity of Materials required

Below are quantity of materials required for plumbing and building a filter and underground sump of 8000 liters capacity
for house dimension of 20 ft /30 ft.
Flat Roof

Materials needed
4 inch pipe

Hand pump

80-90 feet
3-4
1
3
1
1

Sand

1 bag

Bricks

30-40

Pebbles (big and small)

½ bag each

Netlon Mesh

2 meter

Kadapa stone

2/2 feet

Sand

50-60 bags

Bricks

1300-1500

Small Pebbles

30-40 bags

Cement

13-15 bags

2/2 Sump lid

1

Iron rods

50-60 kgs (12 mm) 20-30 kgs( 10 mm)

Elbow
T Joint
20 ft

30 ft

Plumbing
Filter
( 2/2/2 feet)

Storage(6/6/8 ft)
6

8

6

8000 Litre

Labor (No of man days)

Quantity required

Thread cap
Y joint

1-2 days

1 days

12-14 days

(including soil excavation)
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Precautions

Make sure the
rooftop is always
clean from leaves,
twigs or any other
materials before
the rains
Make sure the water in underground tank is not
exposed to sunlight and air.

Paint the rooftop
and inside of storage
tank with mixture of
limestone and brick
powder which helps
in harvesting better
quality of water.
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Methods to disinfect water
Solar Disinfection (SODIS)

Chlorination
Add scoop of bleaching powder to bucket
of water and mix it with sump full of water.
Consume the water after 24 hours.

PET Bottle

Place the water from sump in a bottle
horizontally in full sunlight for at least 6
hours before drinking

To check water quality

Boiling

Fit for
Drinking

Always
boil the
water
before
drinking

Unfit for
Drinking

Water

Add small quantity of harvested water
in one H2S Test Vial till the mark in
the bottle. Keep this bottle away from
sunlight for about 24 to 48 Hours. If
the color of the water turns yellow/
brownish, the water is safe from
bacteria contamination. If the color
of water turns to black, it indicates
bacterial contamination.
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Maintenance of Rain Water Harvesting system
Sump lid has to be kept closed
at all times, except during
cleaning or chlorination

Keep the filter clean by washing
its aggregates once in three –four
months

Clean the sump once in a
year or earlier depending on
the need

Open the end cap of the first
rain separator after the rains.
Once the water is drained
out, close the cap.

Note: Open the overflow pipe cap only when the sump is full/overflowing else it should always be kept closed.
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